ABSTRACT A catalog of 732 optically selected, nearby poor clusters of galaxies covering the entire sky north of [3¡ declination is presented. The poor clusters, called WBL clusters, were identiÐed as concentrations of three or more galaxies with photographic magnitudes brighter than 15.7, possessing a galaxy surface overdensity of 104@3. These criteria are consistent with those used in the identiÐcation of the original Yerkes poor clusters, and this new catalog substantially increases the sample size of such objects. These poor clusters cover the entire range of galaxy associations up to and including Abell clusters, systematically including poor and rich galaxy systems spanning over 3 orders of magnitude in the cluster mass function. As a result, this new catalog contains a greater diversity of richness and structures than other group catalogs, such as the Hickson and Yerkes catalogs. The information on individual galaxies includes redshifts and cross-references to other galaxy catalogs. The entries for the clusters include redshift (where available) and cross-references to other group and cluster catalogs.
INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, the study of galaxy associations has focused on rich clusters of galaxies such as the Abell clusters (Abell 1958 ; Abell, Corwin, & Olowin 1989) . However, these clusters represent the extreme in galaxy associations and, although massive, are relatively rare. Conversely, poor clusters are less massive but more numerous and constitute a signiÐcant fraction of the mass of the universe. As the building blocks of clusters and superclusters, poorer galaxy associations must be studied in order to understand the formation and evolution of large-scale structure in the universe. Poor clusters are fundamental entities, but until recently, they have not received as much attention as they merit. This stems in part from a paucity of catalogs that reach, in a consistent way, out to Abell cluster distances.
There are several poor-cluster catalogs in the literature that have yielded important scientiÐc results. The CfA group catalog (Geller & Huchra 1983) , based on both redshift and spatial information (thereby removing the possibility of projection e †ects). showed groups to be important in tracing large-scale structure. The Hickson compact ÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈ 1 Current address : Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Missouri, Columbia, MO 65211.
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group catalog (HCG ; Hickson 1982) , with its high galaxy density criterion, has proved an important resource for studying interacting galaxies. The AWM (Albert, White, & Morgan 1977) , MKW (Morgan, Kayser, & White 1975) , and WP (White 1978) clusters, also known as Yerkes clusters, speciÐcally targeted poor clusters containing cD galaxies. These clusters have been studied extensively in the optical, radio, and X-ray regions of the spectrum. They possess optical structures that are a continuation of the Abell clusters to lower richness levels (Bahcall 1980) , and their X-ray and radio properties show surprising similarities to the Abell clusters as well (e.g., X-ray cooling Ñows and tailed radio sources ; Doe et al. 1995 ; Burns et al. 1987) . The original identiÐcations of the Yerkes clusters were made by eye in a laborious procedure of scanning the POSS glass plates in conjunction with the Zwicky catalog (CGCG ; Zwicky et al. 1961È1968) . The new study presented in this paper was undertaken to create a much larger sample of clusters electronically (with galaxy overdensities similar to the Yerkes clusters), utilizing an algorithm that reproduced the human-eye search.
The terms "" poor galaxy cluster ÏÏ and "" galaxy group ÏÏ have not been consistently deÐned or applied in the literature. Since this catalog includes galaxy associations of all richness levels (see, e.g., Bhavsar 1981) , we use the term "" poor cluster ÏÏ to describe these entries. Imposing an arbitrary change in nomenclature, calling rich associations clus-ters and poor associations groups, would obscure the continuous spectrum of properties possessed by these objects.
TECHNIQUES
The creation of the catalog employed the Turner & Gott (1976, hereafter TG) algorithm, which is capable of mimicking, in a very mathematical, reproducible, and consistent way, the work of the human eye in picking out density enhancements from the POSS. We chose to apply the TG algorithm to the CGCG catalog, since this procedure accomplished our goal of identifying the majority of the Yerkes clusters. The CGCG is a compilation of galaxies and clusters, covering the sky north of [3¡ declination. Zwicky identiÐed galaxies to a limiting photographic magnitude on the POSS photographic plates. Zwicky clusm pg \ 15.7 ters were identiÐed as galaxy associations containing at least 50 galaxies in the magnitude range to m max m max ] 3, where is the magnitude of the brightest cluster m max member. To create this poor-cluster catalog, we used CGCG galaxies as faint as which is 0.7 mag m pg \ 15.7, deeper than previous poor-cluster searches (e.g., Bhavsar 1980) .
The TG algorithm begins with an assigned target factor for galaxy surface density enhancement Around each (p g ). galaxy in the catalog, it determines the smallest circular aperture on the sky, centered on the galaxy, that yields the desired The number of additional galaxies, if any, within p g . each aperture is also noted, which we deÐne to be the number of "" nearest neighbors.ÏÏ All overlapping apertures are then merged together into a cluster. Galaxies that have no nearest neighbors and are not included within the apertures of other galaxies are considered isolated. The process is then repeated, at a larger value of excluding all isop g , lated galaxies. This results in a hierarchy of clusters that shows a given clusterÏs fragmentation or continued integrity with increasing A more detailed discussion of the algop g . rithm and its operation may be found in earlier papers (TG ; Bhavsar & Piggott 1983 ; Bhavsar 1980) . Levels of were chosen to be multiplicative factors p g above the average surface density of CGCG galaxies determined in the region of the Galactic caps ( o b o [ 40¡, d [ 0¡ ; 6866 galaxies sr~1). Values of were increased in intervals p g of 101@3 (beginning with 102@3), which corresponds nominally to a volume density enhancement o g \ 101@2 (beginning with 10).
In order to reduce the role of chance line-of-sight galaxy projections creating false clusters in the catalog, we sought an enhancement level low enough to select all the MKW, AWM, and WP clusters, but no lower. The two most optimum levels were found to be and clusters, and the information was used both to detect p 46 regions of hierarchical subclustering and to identify a subsample of poor clusters at a higher density. Subsequent analysis has shown that projection e †ects play a negligible role in these poor clusters Bhavsar 1980) . The number of poor clusters detected at and along p 21 p 46 , with the total number of galaxies that are members of these poor clusters, are listed in Table 1 . The typical aperture radius of a three-member cluster at is at it is p 21 0¡ .146 ; p 46 To excellent approximation, for richer clusters, the 0¡ .099. aperture size scales with the square root of the number of members.
THE POOR-CLUSTER CATALOG
The following selection criteria were used to create the full poor-cluster catalog :
where is the surface density of galaxies above the backp g ground, as deÐned in°2, is the photographic magnitude m pg of each galaxy as recorded in the CGCG, and is the N g number of CGCG galaxies in each cluster. This catalog is presented in Table 2 .
The electronic version of the CGCG we used has 15,409 galaxies within the Galactic caps. In this region, the WBL clusters contain 2245 galaxies at and 1159 galaxies at p 21 The total area of this region is 2.24431 sr. The area p 46 . occupied by WBL clusters in this region is 0.01416 sr at p 21 and 0.00346 sr at Thus the WBL clusters contain about p 46 . 14.6% of the galaxies in 0.63% of the area at and 7.5% p 21 of the galaxies in 0.15% of the area at These results p 46 . make clear that this catalog contains poor clusters of high galaxy density.
The summary data for each poor cluster are presented in Table 2 , and the data on individual galaxy members in Table 3. Both Tables 2 and 3 will be available in electronic form from the Astronomical Data Center.3 Table 4 contains a cross-reference to previously used names for these poor clusters. The new clusters are designated "" WBL ÏÏ to represent the last names of the authors, which is consistent with IAU guidelines.
T he Poor-Cluster Catalog : T able 2
This table presents basic data on all 732 poor clusters. The following information is provided :
Column (1).ÈThe WBL designation of each poor cluster. Cross-references to previously used names are given in Table 4 . Footnotes in this column provide additional information for the poor clusters where necessary.
ÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈ
3 http ://adc.gsfc.nasa.gov/. of poor clusters containing i Zwicky galaxies. a N i \ number b Number of poor clusters with three or more Zwicky galaxies. c Number of Zwicky galaxies in poor clusters. 
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(10) 
TABLE 2ÈContinued
Coordinates
(6)
(8) 
(10)
WBL 563 . . . . . . 
WBL 610 . . . . . . 
(10) b This cluster is not real by our criteria, because of the the second galaxy listed in Table 3 having the wrong declination in our electronic version of the CGCG. The true declination of this galaxy is ]38¡37@.
c This cluster is not real by our criteria, because of the second galaxy listed in Table 3 having the wrong declination in our electronic version of the CGCG. The true declination of this galaxy is ]31¡28@.
d StefanÏs Quintet. The single galaxy in our electronic version of the CGCG at coordinates 22h33m42s, ]33¡43@ is actually two galaxies, with magnitudes 14.9 and 14.4. This discrepancy with the printed CGCG has no material e †ect on the WBL catalog. Column (2).ÈCoordinates. The right ascension and declination, equinox B1950.0, for the centroid of the poor cluster are listed. The centroid is determined from a luminosity-weighted mean of all member galaxies listed in the CGCG. Luminosities were computed as L \ 10~0.4mpg and used as the weight in computing the mean right ascension and declination for each cluster, i.e., SR.
2031
ÈRichness. The number of CGCG galaxies in each poor cluster.
Column (4).ÈClustering at An indication of the fate p 46 . of each individual galaxy at the higher density enhancement A single zero in this column indicates that a group at (p 46 ). fractured into single galaxies at (i.e., the galaxy p 21 p 46 apertures did not overlap). Combinations of other numbers indicate how many galaxies were in each subcluster at p 46 , with "" 0 ÏÏ indicating one or more isolated galaxies. For example, a cluster with 11 members and an 8]0 in this column becomes a group of eight members with three isolated galaxies at A cluster of 11 members and an entry p 46 . of 4 ] 3 ] 2 ] 0 breaks up into three subclusters of four, three, and two members, with two isolated galaxies at p 46 .
Columns (5)È(7).ÈPoor-cluster redshift. Column (5) lists a redshift for the cluster, when available, computed as an average of redshifts from the literature obtained through the NASA Extragalactic Database (NED).4 Column (6) (N z ) indicates the number of galaxy redshifts available from NED. Column (7) ("" Note ÏÏ) gives notes on the determination of the cluster redshift. If there is no note in column (7), the number of galaxy redshifts listed in column (6) were used to compute the cluster redshift in column (5). If the note is (i), there were only two redshifts available and their values di †ered by more than 1500 km s~1. In this case, the two galaxies may be close only in projection. The redshift given in this case is the average of the two galaxy redshifts. A note of (ii) indicates that, of the three or more redshifts available, one was more than 1500 km s~1 from the mean. After removing this discrepant redshift, a new mean was calculated, with all remaining redshifts within 1500 km s~1 New Name Old Name New Name Old Name New Name Old Name New Name therefore was not considered a member of a cluster at p 46 . Galaxies with the same letters are part of the same poor cluster at WBL designations for these subgroups p 46 . should include this letter and indicate that it is a cluster. p 46 Column (8).ÈGalaxy redshift. The redshift of the galaxy reported in NED. Several Zwicky galaxies are actually multiple galaxies and therefore have multiple identiÐcations in NED. In these instances, the average of all redshifts available for the Zwicky galaxy is presented.
Column (9).ÈGalaxy catalog cross-correlations. Cross identiÐcations for the galaxies from the NGC (Dreyer & Sinnott 1988) , UGC (Nilson 1973) , and IC (Dreyer & Sinnott 1988) catalogs obtained from NED. For entries that are actually multiple galaxies, all relevant identiÐcations are presented.
Previous Nomenclature : T able 4
This table cross-references the names of the poor clusters presented here with previous names used in the literature. We also present a direct comparison of the WBL clusters with the Yerkes (AWM, MKW, and WP) poor clusters. We list every Yerkes poor cluster along with any corresponding WBL cluster. If there is no WBL poor cluster associated with a Yerkes cluster, we list a note detailing the reason it was not included (see notes at the end of the table).
DISCUSSION
Our catalog of poor clusters contains galaxy associations that span several orders of magnitude in the cluster mass functionÈfrom very poor systems of only three Zwicky galaxies, up to and including the nearby Abell clusters. Because the number of cluster galaxies listed in Tables 2 and 3 is the number of galaxies brighter than it is not necesm pg \ 15.7, sarily the total membership ; fainter galaxies may also be part of these clusters. Further observations are needed to characterize each WBL cluster fully in terms of membership, galaxy morphology, velocity dispersion, etc. From an analysis of a number of the MKW and AWM clusters, Bahcall (1980) showed that these poor clusters are just lower richness extrapolations of Abell clusters in terms of galaxy richness, galaxy density, and spiral fraction (see also Bhavsar 1981) . Other subsamples of the WBL catalog indicate similar results in terms of velocity dispersion Beers et al. 1995) , radio source population FIG. 2 .ÈSurface number density of all WBL clusters within Zwicky clusters, as a function of the Zwicky radius. WBL poor clusters tend to avoid the centers of Zwicky clusters. (Burns et al. 1987 ; Doe et al. 1995) , and X-ray properties Doe et al. 1995 ; Price et al. 1991) .
The WBL catalog covers the entire sky above [3¡ declination, or approximately 52% of the sky. The locations of all clusters are shown as dots in Figure 1 . Also plotted in Figure 1 are circles representing the Zwicky clusters (near and medium-distant classes) containing one or more WBL clusters. Figure 1 illustrates the interrelatedness of the Zwicky and WBL clusters ; most (469 of 732) WBL clusters are high-density galaxy concentrations within the lower density Zwicky cluster contours. Figure 2 shows the locations of WBL poor clusters within the Zwicky clusters. Although the number density of WBL clusters peaks at small radii within the Zwicky contours, most WBL clusters (B65%) are located beyond of a Zwicky radius. This 1 2 indicates subclustering of galaxies within many Zwicky clusters. Subclustering is also displayed in Figure 3 , which is a histogram of the number of WBL poor clusters contained within each Zwicky contour. Of the 245 Zwicky clusters that contain WBL poor clusters, 97 (B40%) contain multiple poor clusters.
Some (263) WBL clusters are found outside Zwicky clusters, as more isolated galaxy associations. In fact, there appear to be entire regions of the sky where WBL poor clusters are found but which are devoid of Zwicky clusters (e.g., near 11h R.A., ]10¡ decl. ; see Fig. 1 ). In addition, many (274/504 B 54%) of the near Zwicky clusters do not contain WBL clusters. These are generally very loose galaxy associations and are not detected at Using a lower p 21 . p g (such as 101@3), one would detect many more of these Zwicky clusters. Also, the volume limit of the near Zwicky clusters extends beyond the limiting redshift (z \ 0.03) to which the WBL catalog is complete (see below).
Since the TG algorithm has no upper limit on its richness criterion, the nearby Abell clusters with d [ [3¡ are also found in our catalog. This was expected and desired, since we wished not only to create a uniform sample of poor clusters but to explore their relation to the rich clusters as well. All distance class (DC) 0 and 1 clusters (a total of 19), and three of the Ðve DC 2 clusters, are detected by the algorithm. The two missing DC 2 Abell clusters have galaxy densities just below the detection threshold. We also p 21 detect nearly half of the DC 3 Abell clusters with m 10 \ 15.3. Of the 93 Abell clusters with DC ¹ 3 and d [ [3¡, 45 (B48%) contain WBL clusters. A distribution of the number density of WBL clusters within Abell clusters is shown in Figure 4 , which clearly shows that, unlike the Zwicky clusters, the WBL catalog Ðnds the cores of Abell clusters. This is expected, since Abell clusters are generally more compact than most Zwicky clusters. However, there is still evidence of possible subclustering, as a signiÐcant fraction (35%) of the Abell clusters coincident with our catalog contain multiple WBL clusters (Fig. 5) .
As expected, the WBL catalog also has signiÐcant overlap with other group catalogs, such as the HCG and CfA groups, but because of the di †ering selection algorithms there is no direct correlation. Although the cross identiÐcations are not listed in Table 2 , the WBL catalog also detects a number of TG groups, since the same algorithm was used to Ðnd both sets of poor clusters. TG searched to much lower galaxy densities (102@3), and used a brighter magnitude cuto † therefore focusing on (m pg \ 14), very nearby, looser galaxy associations in the north Galactic cap (b [ 40¡, d [ 0¡) .
The completeness of the entire WBL catalog is difficult to determine. Certainly, the portions of the catalog at very low Galactic latitudes ( o b o \ 30¡) are incomplete as a consequence of obscuration by the Galactic plane. Also, since there is no redshift information for a large number of the galaxies in our catalog, a discussion of completeness, and the frequency of projection e †ects, can only be approximate (see Burns et al. 1996 for a discussion of projection e †ects in a subsample of the catalog). For poor clusters without welldetermined mean redshifts, we estimated redshifts based on the magnitude of the brightest cluster member We (m 1 ). have used poor clusters from Table 2 , with no redshift notes (col. [8]), and thus reasonably well determined redshifts, to calibrate the relation for the remaining poor clusters. m 1 -z Included in this calibration are poor clusters with greater than seven reported redshifts, containing a (iii) in column (8), which are certainly physical systems along with a few outlying galaxies. This relation, using 394 poor clusters, is shown in Figure 6 . From the redshifts in Table 2 combined with the estimated redshifts for all other clusters, we have determined the volume density of the WBL catalog for o b o [ 30¡. In Figure 7 we show the volume density in redshift bins of *z \ 0.005. Based on this analysis, this sample is nearly volume limited over the redshift range 0.01 \ z \ 0.03. A similar result was found for a smaller sample of WBL clusters in Ledlow et al. (1996) . We are employing the volume-limited portion of the WBL catalog ( o b o [ 30¡, 0.01 \ z \ 0.03) for an extensive X-ray, optical, and radio study of poor clusters.
CONCLUSIONS
We present a catalog of 732 optically selected poor clusters of galaxies. These WBL poor clusters were identiÐed as galaxy surface density enhancements in the CGCG, which cataloged galaxies brighter than photographic magnitude 15.7, and declination greater than [3¡. The WBL catalog covers a wide range of cluster richness, from very poor systems containing only a few galaxies, through the Yerkes poor clusters, and including many nearby Zwicky and Abell clusters. Previous analyses of the WBL clusters show a number of them contain an X-rayÈbright intracluster medium Price et al. 1991 ) and interesting extragalactic radio morphologies (Burns et al. 1987 ; Doe et al. 1995) similar to rich clusters. WBL clusters with o b o [ 30¡ are nearly volume limited in the redshift range 0.01 \ z \ 0.03 (Fig. 7) , producing a subsample of B300 systems that is ideal for studying the properties of poor clusters. Taken in its entirety, the WBL catalog covers over 3 orders of magnitude in the cluster mass function and provides an excellent sample with which to study the formation and evolution of a wide range of galaxy associations.
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